Introduction {#sec1-2045894018766737}
============

Fifty years after the initial description of ARDS,^[@bibr1-2045894018766737]^ the relevance of animal models for understanding its basic pathomechanisms and for developing novel treatments is under discussion. So far, none of the numerous promising animal studies has resulted in novel curative therapies (we deliberately did not consider low tidal volume ventilation or prone positioning here; although these are prime examples for successful translation from animal models into the clinic, they are not *curative* interventions).^[@bibr2-2045894018766737]^ The only two interventions that have so far proven effective by independent and sufficiently powered trials are physiological (rather than pharmacological) modifications of supportive intensive care measures: low tidal volume ventilation and prone positioning.^[@bibr2-2045894018766737]^

ARDS is a complex, severe disease treated in intensive care units (ICUs), with an average mortality of 40%,^[@bibr3-2045894018766737]^ that is difficult to model -- even in vivo. Unfortunately, when evaluating models, we lack the yardstick of positive clinical trials that could guide us on the requirements for a clinically relevant ARDS model. This makes it all the more necessary to critically appraise the current models and concepts.^[@bibr4-2045894018766737][@bibr5-2045894018766737][@bibr6-2045894018766737][@bibr7-2045894018766737][@bibr8-2045894018766737]--[@bibr9-2045894018766737]^ The defining clinical criteria---bilateral pulmonary infiltrates, lung edema not fully explained by cardiac failure or fluid overload, and hypoxemia (PaO~2~/FiO~2~ \[P/F\] ratio \< 300 mmHg)^[@bibr10-2045894018766737]^---should give guidance as to what should be modelled. However, according to present recommendations, most notably by the official American Thoracic Society workshop report and under the premise that it is not practical to apply the clinical definition to animals, models for ARDS should meet at least three of the following four criteria: histological evidence of tissue injury; alterations of the alveolo-capillary barrier; an inflammatory response; and evidence of physiological dysfunction, preferentially hypoxemia.^[@bibr6-2045894018766737]^ In other words, although documentation of hypoxemia would be ideal, it is in contrast to the clinical scenario not a *conditio sine qua non* for animal models of ARDS.

In addition to symptoms, models can alternatively be based on etiology and/or mechanistic insights. In ARDS research, the majority of the models have been based on either etiology or symptoms. The lack of models based on specific molecular pathomechanisms (such as critical mutations) is, to some extent, explained by the paucity of biopsies from which molecular patterns can be inferred. The relevance of this notion was recently underlined with the demonstration that gene expression data from extrapulomonary leukocytes may lead to opposite conclusions when it comes to correlation with clinically relevant data such as ventilator-free days, when compared to intrapulmonary cells.^[@bibr11-2045894018766737]^

Here we will briefly discuss several of these models, before we will examine common issues between any models such as which endpoints to use, the role of ICU treatment, disease characteristics, lung properties, and other confounding factors such as the ambient temperature. All these considerations lead to the insight that we may have underestimated the difficulty of modelling ARDS.

Models {#sec2-2045894018766737}
======

Models based on the etiology {#sec3-2045894018766737}
----------------------------

### Systemic sepsis {#sec4-2045894018766737}

Pneumonia and sepsis account for about 75% of all ARDS cases.^[@bibr3-2045894018766737]^ In principle, sepsis models could therefore be models for ARDS, too. However, sepsis models are fraught with very similar problems as are ARDS models, with an equally disappointing record of failed trials.^[@bibr12-2045894018766737]^ In the clinical course of sepsis, ARDS develops in only 10--40% of all patients and does usually only occur after a couple of days;^[@bibr13-2045894018766737]^ it is, therefore, no surprise that short-term sepsis models do not usually lead to severe lung injury, e.g. following i.p. or i.v. injection of bacteria or lipopolysaccharide (LPS), or experimental peritonitis.^[@bibr4-2045894018766737],[@bibr14-2045894018766737]^ Notable exceptions are animals with intrapulmonary macrophages such as sheep.^[@bibr4-2045894018766737]^ Injection of high doses of LPS or bacteria has also been criticized because it causes hypodynamic rather than the hyperdynamic shock that is typical for sepsis.^[@bibr5-2045894018766737],[@bibr15-2045894018766737]^ Thus, at present, there seems to be no one-hit model of systemic sepsis that reproduces the clinical course from hyperdynamic to hypodynamic sepsis with the concomitant development of lung injury severe enough to cause hypoxemia.

### Direct ARDS {#sec5-2045894018766737}

In contrast to systemic interventions, the intratracheal administration of bacteria, LPS, acid or smoke---but also of other agents such as carrageenan, IgG, or viruses---can cause severe lung injury with neutrophilic infiltration and a permeability type of edema. Most of such models fulfil the criteria of the ATS workshop;^[@bibr6-2045894018766737]^ however, in the past, only about 5% of such studies have reported data on the clinical hallmark of ARDS, i.e. arterial oxygenation.^[@bibr7-2045894018766737]^ In many instances, a high dose of the insulting agent is introduced rapidly. While usually there is a septic focus that seeds into the lungs or the circulation, rapid injection or instillation of high doses does not properly mimic the disease kinetics^[@bibr15-2045894018766737]^ and rather represents a model for intoxication than pneumonia. The latter is characterized by a gradual if exponential growth of bacteria that incite feedback loops that try to maintain the balance between bactericidal processes, inflammation, its resolution, and fibrosis. It should also be remembered that LPS is modelling inflammation, not infection; for instance, anti-TNF strategies protect against LPS-induced organ dysfunction and mortality,^[@bibr16-2045894018766737]^ but may aggravate mortality in septic animals^[@bibr17-2045894018766737]^ and patients.^[@bibr18-2045894018766737]^

Examples for genuine intoxications that lead to ARDS in patients are the aspiration of gastric juice or the inhalation of smoke. Notably, however, in experimental studies, acid-induced lung injury appears to share many mechanisms with LPS- or ventilator-induced lung injury.^[@bibr7-2045894018766737]^ The clinical relevance of these commonalities is unknown. In smoke-induced lung injury---almost exclusively studied in sheep---there appears to be a significant contribution of neurally mediated airway obstruction.^[@bibr19-2045894018766737],[@bibr20-2045894018766737]^ Of note and relevant to modelling, in patients, clinical manifestations of ARDS do not usually appear before 72 h after smoke inhalation.^[@bibr21-2045894018766737]^

### Supportive ICU measures {#sec6-2045894018766737}

At first glance, to list supportive ICU measures among the etiologic factors for ARDS may seem surprising. However, the fact that modifying ventilation strategies and positioning reduced mortality in ARDS^[@bibr2-2045894018766737]^ suggests that ICU measures may indeed contribute to the disease in the sense of a second hit. Along these lines, it may be no coincidence that ARDS was first described 14 years after the first ICU station was opened,^[@bibr22-2045894018766737]^ once intensive care medicine was reasonably well developed and many patients saved from cardiovascular failure.^[@bibr1-2045894018766737],[@bibr23-2045894018766737]^ If ICU measures are a critical part of the etiology of ARDS, this would be a strong argument for their inclusion into ARDS models. In addition, ICU measures such as volume support are critical to prevent death by extrapulmonary reasons such as cardiovascular failure that may frequently confound the interpretation of animal models for ARDS.

Boosted by the results of the ARDSnet trial showing that low tidal volume ventilation improves survival,^[@bibr24-2045894018766737]^ models of ventilator-induced lung injury (VILI) have surged.^[@bibr25-2045894018766737]^ According to a 2008 review, VILI models were the most frequently used animal models for ARDS.^[@bibr4-2045894018766737]^ The majority of such studies used one-hit models lasting only a few hours with ventilation as the only hit.^[@bibr25-2045894018766737]^ Unfortunately, such short-term one-hit models may be of limited value in order to understand ARDS, because they frequently either lead to mild inflammation without any loss of lung functions or, above a threshold of about 25 cm H~2~O plateau pressure, they cause mechanical stress failure with secondary inflammation.^[@bibr26-2045894018766737],[@bibr27-2045894018766737]^ This view is supported by clinical observations that mechanical ventilation in generally healthy patients---e.g. undergoing elective surgery (such as for example valve surgery^[@bibr10-2045894018766737]^) or neurological damage^[@bibr28-2045894018766737]^---is rarely associated with severe lung injury, but with some inflammation. Accordingly, two-hit or even multiple-hit models may be more appropriate to model ARDS. Another hit that may be included is hyperoxia, as ARDS patients frequently receive 40--60% oxygen.^[@bibr29-2045894018766737]^

Models based on the symptoms {#sec7-2045894018766737}
----------------------------

Examples for models that are used primarily because they cause severe hypoxemia symptoms similar to those seen in ARDS patients are the administration of bleomycin or oleic acid and the lavaging of the lung (this latter model is also based on some mechanistic considerations, i.e. the loss of functioning surfactant). Oleic acid infusion (originally thought to mimic fatty acids released from fractured bones) appears to act by directly injuring endothelial cells and has a high mortality due to hemodynamic instability.^[@bibr4-2045894018766737],[@bibr30-2045894018766737]^ Repeated lung lavage reproduces one element of ARDS, i.e. surfactant dysfunction; it causes a rather homogenous lung injury in contrast to the heterogeneous lesions seen in ARDS patients. Both oleic acid and repeated lavage have been predominantly studied in large animals, mostly in short-term studies (4--8 h) many of which were undertaken to examine ventilation strategies or imaging modalities. For the above reasons (cardiovascular instability, homogeneous versus heterogeneous injury), these two models may not be as useful for mechanistic studies. Bleomycin administration, originally introduced as a model for fibrosis (here it also presents difficulties in translation to clinical practice^[@bibr31-2045894018766737]^), is one of the few models available to model the fibroproliferative phase of ARDS. Also, the bleomycin model, however, shows one major unexplained difference to human ARDS that is shared by many other models: all the animals that survive the challenge recover completely.^[@bibr32-2045894018766737][@bibr33-2045894018766737]--[@bibr34-2045894018766737]^ This is different from ARDS patients where it is still a mystery why some patients fail to recover.^[@bibr35-2045894018766737]^

Problems in modelling ARDS {#sec8-2045894018766737}
==========================

Excellent overviews of the strengths and the weaknesses of the various ARDS models together with many technical comments are available^[@bibr4-2045894018766737],[@bibr5-2045894018766737],[@bibr7-2045894018766737],[@bibr9-2045894018766737],[@bibr36-2045894018766737],[@bibr37-2045894018766737]^ and such comparisons will thus not be repeated here. All previous reviews agree that there is no single best model for ARDS and that the model of choice depends on the question at hand. When modelling ARDS, however, there are several aspects that need to be considered before a particular model is selected. These problems are listed in [Table 1](#table1-2045894018766737){ref-type="table"} and will be discussed below. Table 1.Difficulties in modelling ARDS.ProblemsFactorProblem in experimental trialsSolutionEndpointsEndpoint in clinical trials is 28-day mortality• Animals may die of shock and not of ARDS • In most studies, animals die within 72 h • Survivors of the initial phase recover completely• Hemodynamic monitoring • Unknown • UnknownDo surrogate endpoints work?• No accepted surrogate endpoint (i.e. hypoxemia seems not to work\*)• UnknownRelative vs. absolute endpoints• Many experimental endpoints are relative (i.e. neutrophil fraction in BAL cells, Evans Blue, etc.) and provide little insight into the severity of lung injury• Use of absolute endpoints such as P/F ratio, w/d ratio, or complianceHyaline membranes• Hyaline membranes are difficult to obtain in experimental animals^[@bibr4-2045894018766737]^• UnknownICU treatmentFluid support• Without fluid support hypodynamic shock is likely• Animal ICU; cardiovascular monitoringVentilation• Mechanical ventilation is a critical risk factor• Animal ICU; ventilation as second hitFiO~2~ \> 30%• Despite the general agreement on the important role of ROS in ARDS, the clinical reality where ICU patients are commonly ventilated at FiO~2~ \> 30%,^[@bibr29-2045894018766737]^ and the demonstrated increase in ROS formation during hyperoxic ventilation,^[@bibr38-2045894018766737]^ most animal models are ventilated at an FiO~2~ of 21%• Animal ICU; hyperoxia as second hitDisease characteristicsDuration of disease• Models \> 72 h• Large animal modelsMOF; animals die from shock and not from ARDS• Contribution of shock and extrapulmonary organs is uncertain in many models• Monitor extrapulmonary organs; cardiovascular monitoringHeterogeneity of patients, risk factors, sex, microbiome, age, co-morbidities• Inbred animals may not be representative • Differences between mouse strains^[@bibr39-2045894018766737][@bibr40-2045894018766737]--[@bibr41-2045894018766737]^ • Biological diversity (age, sex, co-morbidities, genetic heterogeneity),^[@bibr42-2045894018766737][@bibr43-2045894018766737]--[@bibr44-2045894018766737]^ is commonly intentionally ruled out in animal studies• Population heterogenization^[@bibr45-2045894018766737]^ • Preclinical randomized controlled multicenter trials^[@bibr46-2045894018766737]^ • Statistical adjustments^[@bibr47-2045894018766737]^In pneumonia/sepsis there is a gradual/exponential bacterial growth with concomitant immune responses• Rapid injection of high doses may produce untypical inflammation • Cytokine responses often higher than in patients which may explain why anti-cytokine therapies are more effective in animal models^[@bibr15-2045894018766737]^• Slow administration; multiple-hit models • UnknownLung propertiesLungs are strong and redundant• Hypoxemia is difficult to induce in healthy animals• Measure P/F ratioPulmonary inflammation occurs easily• Differentiate between benign and detrimental inflammation• Measure degree of injury by absolute parametersOther confounding factorsAmbient temperature• Mice need 30℃, rats 28℃ for thermoneutrality^[@bibr48-2045894018766737]^• Animal ICU • Heated animal facilitiesUntrained immune system• Humans have a trained immune system • Microbiome likely to modify the disease• UnknownStandardization• For example, i.t. administration,^†^ cecal ligation, and puncture model^‡^• Quality managementTreatments• Use of heparin in shock models problematic• Avoid use of heparin[^1][^2][^3][^4]

Endpoints {#sec9-2045894018766737}
---------

The usual endpoint in clinical trials is 28-day mortality, which is unrealistic in most animal models ([Fig. 1](#fig1-2045894018766737){ref-type="fig"}). Unfortunately, there are as yet no surrogate endpoints available; notably, even arterial oxygenation seems unsuitable.^[@bibr24-2045894018766737]^ Inflammation per se should be interpreted with caution, because lung inflammation occurs relatively easily and is not necessarily injurious; for instance, simple mechanical ventilation causes mild, but non-damaging inflammation in patients^[@bibr50-2045894018766737],[@bibr51-2045894018766737]^ and in experimental animals.^[@bibr27-2045894018766737],[@bibr52-2045894018766737]^ This insight is important because the official American Thoracic Society workshop is largely based on the assumption that the prime problem in ARDS is an acute inflammation-triggered increase in endothelial and epithelial permeability; according to that recommendation, an ARDS model needs to show histological evidence of tissue injury, alterations of the alveolo-capillary barrier, and an inflammatory response. While both authors of this text were part of the consensus definition committee, we now believe that this definition lacks a measure of severity similar to the clinical definition that grades the disease according to the degree of hypoxemia. It is important to realize that not every inflammation of the lung is ARDS. Fig. 1.Problems in modelling ARDS. Typical animal models of ARDS induce lung injury by the rapid administration of a noxious agent into genetically similar animals with a follow-up of 2--24 h. ARDS in patients is usually part of multiple organ failure that develops in a heterogeneous population frequently over the span of days and the patients are undergoing intensive care therapy. At present, it is unclear which parts of this complex disease process need to be included and which can be omitted in order to make ARDS models clinically more relevant.

A frequent problem with published endpoints is that they may not correlate well with the severity of lung injury; examples are percentage-wise increases in neutrophils, gene expression, or protein levels. Such relative measures make it also difficult to compare studies from different laboratories. It therefore seems advisable to report absolute measures, such as the P/F ratio, compliance or the wet-to-dry weight ratio (w/d-ratio). At present, these parameters seem helpful to obtain relevant and comparable models, but this is not to suggest that these are necessarily the best endpoints. We have to continue the discussion about the meaning and significance of meaningful endpoints including mortality and surrogate parameters in both experimental and clinical studies.^[@bibr53-2045894018766737],[@bibr54-2045894018766737]^ Endpoints other than mortality are probably required in experimental studies, as humane animal welfare is not compatible with waiting for the animals to die.

ICU treatment {#sec10-2045894018766737}
-------------

ARDS was first described in 1967 when intensive care medicine had already developed to high standards that included volume support, mechanical ventilation, and elevated FiO~2~.^[@bibr1-2045894018766737]^ As discussed above, despite being essential for survival, ICU treatments do also appear to be relevant risk factors for ARDS. It should be noted that usually ventilation pressures in ARDS patients are still about 2.5-fold higher than normal^[@bibr55-2045894018766737]^ and that patients with a driving pressure of \> 14 cm H~2~O on day 1 have a worse outcome.^[@bibr3-2045894018766737]^ Hence, it seems likely that ICU treatments are part of the pathogenesis of ARDS and thus need to be modelled, thereby establishing multiple hit models ([Fig. 1](#fig1-2045894018766737){ref-type="fig"}).

In addition, it is important to report any measures and protocols in detail, information that is frequently missing. For instance, we were surprised that among 53 studies on VILI that we have reviewed ([Table 1](#table1-2045894018766737){ref-type="table"} in Uhlig and Uhlig^[@bibr25-2045894018766737]^), only five reported all of the basic ventilator settings and readouts (tidal volume, ventilation pressures, frequency, PEEP) that the reader would need to judge and, if wished, to replicate the protocol.

Disease characteristics {#sec11-2045894018766737}
-----------------------

Mortality within the first week is 20% in severe ARDS and 40% after four weeks.^[@bibr3-2045894018766737]^ Yet, most animal models last only a few hours ([Fig. 1](#fig1-2045894018766737){ref-type="fig"}). This leads to several problems: (1) patients that die early (as in many animal models) will be the most severely ill and thus the most difficult to treat, but are the main focus of most animal models; (2) in many of the commonly used animal models such as endotoxin or acid administration, all the animals that survive the first 72 h will recover completely.^[@bibr32-2045894018766737][@bibr33-2045894018766737]--[@bibr34-2045894018766737]^ The reason why in the clinical situation 25--50% of the patients will not recover is one of the central questions in ARDS and one that cannot be answered without suitable animal models. Another critical issue is that few ARDS patients die of lung failure alone and that the majority of them succumb to multiple organ failure.^[@bibr56-2045894018766737]^ Therefore, ARDS models need to put more emphasis on extrapulmonary organ injury.

Properties of the lung {#sec12-2045894018766737}
----------------------

Lungs are robust: clinical practice shows that even during one lung ventilation hypoxemia (saturation \< 90%) is uncommon.^[@bibr57-2045894018766737]^ Consequently, it requires strong insults to cause ARDS-like hypoxemia. Therefore, animal models that show hypoxemia tend to become artificial (large doses of LPS, see above) and may become a model of lethal hemodynamic shock unless volume support is provided.

Other confounding factors {#sec13-2045894018766737}
-------------------------

The thermoneutral environmental temperature is 30℃ for mice and 28℃ for rats, meaning that these animals experience cold stress at room temperature.^[@bibr48-2045894018766737]^ This can have sizeable effects on the outcome of a study; for instance, in their thermoneutral zone animals respond to LPS with elevated body temperature (fever) whereas at lower temperatures LPS causes hypothermic shock.^[@bibr48-2045894018766737]^ Another underrecognized issue is the fact that many animal experiments rely on animals brought up in sterile SPF environments. However, phenomena such as immunization, endotoxin tolerance, or the Shwartzman reaction clearly show that the immune system can be trained^[@bibr58-2045894018766737]^ and one has to wonder how representative immune responses in completely naïve mice are. These issues are further compounded by the recent recognition of the disease-modifying effects of the pulmonary and the extrapulmonary microbiome.^[@bibr59-2045894018766737],[@bibr60-2045894018766737]^

Outlook {#sec14-2045894018766737}
=======

Modelling ARDS appears to be a greater challenge than originally thought, and the inherent problems of the various ARDS models likely contributed critically to the general failure to translate promising preclinical pharmacological studies into successful clinical trials. A potential exception in this regard may be the administration of mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) which is presently tested in a clinical phase 2 trial (STem cells for ARDS Treatment \[START\]) for the treatment of ARDS.^[@bibr61-2045894018766737]^ Despite a series of mechanistic and proof-of-principle studies in classic small animal models of acute lung injury following intratracheal LPS instillation^[@bibr62-2045894018766737]^ or *E. coli* pneumonia,^[@bibr63-2045894018766737]^ as well as in ex vivo perfused human lungs,^[@bibr64-2045894018766737]^ MSC therapy was not immediately advanced into a clinical trial. Instead, the effectiveness of MSCs was first tested in an ovine model of cotton smoke insufflation, followed by instillation of live *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* bacteria into both lungs.^[@bibr65-2045894018766737]^ Hemodynamics were monitored continuously, arterial blood gases in 1- to 3-h intervals, and serum, bronchoalveolar lavage fluid, and tissue were obtained after 24 h at the end of the experiment. This protocol implemented some of the recommendations outlined in [Table 1](#table1-2045894018766737){ref-type="table"}, in that it studied a relatively long (albeit still considerable shorter than the typical clinical ARDS time course) disease interval (24 h), administered continuous fluid support (4 mL/kg/h of lactated Ringer\'s) and mechanical ventilation (tidal volume = 15 mL/kg; positive end-expiratory pressure = 5 mmHg) at an FiO~2~ of 100% (at least for the initial 3 h), assessed the contributions of extrapulmonary organs by serum measures of kidney and liver function (which remained, however, unchanged), and achieved a clinically relevant oxygenation impairment as PaO~2~/FiO~2~ decreased from 500 mmHg to 97 ± 15 mmHg. Whether such closer adherence to some of the recommendations outlined in [Table 1](#table1-2045894018766737){ref-type="table"} will actually increase the likelihood for successful clinical translation remains to be shown. The answer to this question will not rely on the results of the START trial alone, but will require many such clinically oriented trials in small or large animals to provide for a robust data base.

In addition to the above, we would like to emphasize the following: The lung is robust and redundant. At rest, to breathe we need only a small fraction of the total lung capacity. Therefore, in healthy animals a noticeable impediment of gas exchange---the hallmark of ARDS---requires harsh conditions that may not be survivable without ICU-like measures. In addition to preventing death by shock and to study extrapulmonary organ injury, animal ICUs will also allow to keep animals at thermoneutral temperatures.ARDS is typically a multiple-hit disease. Life-saving measures such as ventilation or hyperoxia contribute to the pathogenesis, suggesting that they should be included in more ARDS models.ARDS in patients can last several days to weeks. It is an open, but important, question whether the clinical relevance of ARDS models increases parallel to the duration of the experiment. *Prima facie*, this would favor using large animal models. However, even in large animals with intravascular macrophages (pigs, sheep) it appears to be relatively difficult to induce a P/F-ratio \< 300 and at the same time to maintain these animals for 72 h. In addition, maybe except for the burn/smoke inhalation models, there are too few experiences to give a clear recommendation of how useful such models are. Clearly, however, more such work is urgently needed.Pulmonary inflammation occurs easily. The lung has an enormously large surface that needs to be patrolled by leukocytes and defended at all times. Obviously, such routine inflammation is not ARDS. The fact that ARDS lungs are also inflamed leads to the critical question whether all inflammation is basically the same with only gradual differences in severity or whether there are principal differences between routine inflammation in normal lungs and the hyperinflammation seen in ARDS lungs.As shown by latent class analysis, it seems likely that ARDS occurs in different subphenotypes^[@bibr66-2045894018766737],[@bibr67-2045894018766737]^ that can be distinguished by few variables including IL-8, TNF-receptor 1, and bicarbonate. The existence of such subphenotypes may have contributed considerably to previous failures to successfully translate therapies that showed promise in preclinical trials into the clinical setting. While the cause of failure to translate would in this case be on the clinical rather than the animal model side, it seems nonetheless imperative that animal models take these findings into account and aim, if possible, to model these subphenotypes.Inflammation is a complex system in the sense of systems theory. Such systems display properties that make them hard to control from the outside: non-linear behavior, system memory, sensitive dependence on initial conditions, redundancy, resilience, and emergence. This suggests a systems medicine approach to ARDS.^[@bibr68-2045894018766737]^Systems theory approaches may help us to rethink the strategies for ARDS therapies. Recently, a strong focus has been on anti-inflammatory therapies; but clearly inflammation is also part of the healing process.^[@bibr69-2045894018766737]^ Increased vascular permeability is required for leukocytes to partake in the microbial defense of the lung. Similarly, fibrosis shares many mechanisms with wound healing. Thus, it may be wise not to prevent inflammation or fibrosis, but to dampen it down, similar to low tidal volume mechanical ventilation that reduces the mechanical forces but does not abandon ventilation altogether. Treatment of ARDS may require a strategy similar to anti-coagulant therapy that needs to keep the balance between clotting and bleeding.

By definition, models are approximations and mimics but always differ from the original. Yet to be useful, models have to capture essential aspects of the disease. The discussion above suggests that the idealization of ARDS as an essentially hyperinflammatory disorder has its limits, because it is easy to cause inflammation but difficult to cause hypoxemia, the hallmark of clinical ARDS. On the other hand, modelling ARDS as a disease that is largely driven by the side effects of mechanical ventilation may be another idealization of limited informative value, because one-hit models of VILI either lead to mild inflammation or mechanical stress failure with severe inflammation as a byproduct.^[@bibr27-2045894018766737]^ Possibly, clinically relevant models of ARDS will have to closer recapitulate the multifactorial complexity of the disease.
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[^1]: In the low tidal ARDSnet trial, oxygenation was worse in the low tidal volume group, which finally had a lower mortality.^[@bibr24-2045894018766737]^

[^2]: It makes a huge difference where and how tracheal injections are placed. For instance, in our own hands in acid-induced lung injury, the outcome is very different if the same amount is deposited in the trachea as a drop (little effect), as a small streak of liquid (lung injury), or whether it is nebulized (little effect).

[^3]: In the CLP model, injury depends on the needle diameter and the rate of subsequent wound closure.^[@bibr49-2045894018766737]^

[^4]: BAL, bronchoalveolar lavage; FiO~2~, fraction of inspired oxygen; MOF, multiple organ failure; P/F ratio, ratio of arterial PO~2~ over FiO~2~; ROS, reactive oxygen species; SPF, specific-pathogen-free.
